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Personal space,
flexibility and style
The Ambiance line provides personal space with style and comfort.  This concept

of personal space ensures that all seating positions are comfortably used,

providing ease of occupancy for your customers and more bowlers per lane for

you. The use of individual pieces offers maximum flexibility and versatility to meet

the needs and space requirements of your center. This line has been designed

with style for centers catering to a higher end experience and boutique sections

of large centers. It is also a perfect complement for concourses and lounges.
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The key component of the Ambiance line is the unique

chair. This chair was designed specifically for bowling

environments. It utilizes internal steel construction for

robustness and ballistic nylon footings for floor protection.

Its height and sitting angle provide the desired comfort

along with ease of getting up and down to bowl. This

concept is unmatched in the industry.

UNIQUE STYLE
Chairs
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The concourse, coffee and end tables are designed with flair to complete

the center look.  Tables are easy to clean and provide storage for

personal items. Available in four unique top and shelf color

combinations.  Tables can be bolted down or left free-standing.

MODERN FLAIR
Tables
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Create intimacy per lane pair to further enhance the

ambiance of your center.  Designed at the perfect height

to provide division and privacy while at the same time,

low enough to allow conversation between lane pairs.

AESTHETICALLY APPEALING
Stools

INTIMATE SETTINGS

Privacy Screen

These custom, free-standing bar stools are designed to perfectly

complement the other Ambiance products with color coordinated tops,

posts, and leg accents.
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Midtown Cafè
Light and soft colors suited for lighter and brighter environments.

Metro Lounge
Versatile, trend-setting colors. Fits well in multiple types of environments.

Chairs and Stools shown in Orange Kist and Granny Smith. Table Collection shown in Wallaby. Chairs and Stools shown in Sand and Orange Kist. Table Collection shown in Organic Green.

Engaging
Environments
To help you create the environment you desire, we have

worked with professional color designers to develop

four unique coordinated color schemes. Choose one of

these settings or design your own.
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Urban Club
Rich colors, suited for darker or dramatically lit environments.

Corner Bistro
Rich and warm colors, suited for both light and dark environments.

Chairs and Stools shown in Saffron and Eggplant. Table Collection shown in Grenadine. Chairs and Stools shown in Amethyst. Table Collection shown in Dark Chocolate.
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Technical Features
The Ambiance line can be configured in many ways.
To further enhance the flexibility, the seats can be bolted together, bolted to the floor, or left free standing.

Layout

BOLT TOGETHER - PIVOT
Bolt chairs together so they move as a single
unit.  The pivot allows you to select the angle of
your choice.

BOLT TOGETHER - FIXED
Fix the chairs together in a straight line so that they move as a
single unit.

BOLT TO FLOOR
Secure your layout to the floor using bolt down brackets, which are cleverly hidden from
view under the chair feet.

ZIP OFF COVERS
The seat back and base unbolt from each other so each of the covers can
be removed and individually replaced.

FREE
STANDING
Leave seats
independent of
each other for the
flexibility of
changing your
seating layout.
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